The stationary-state wave equation for an electron at rest in a negative-energy state in interaction with only its own electromagnetic field is considered. Quantum electrodynamics, single-electron theory and a 'cut-off' procedure in momentum-spac^ are used. Expressions in the form of expansions in powers of e2/#c are derived for the wave function ijr and the energy-eigenvalue E by a method which (unlike perturbation theory) is not based on the assumption that the self-energy is small. The convergence of the expansion for E is not proved rigorously but the first few terms are shown to decrease rapidly. For low cut-off frequencies K 0 the expression for E behaves as the equivalent perturbation expression but for large K 0 it behaves as -*J(e2/hc) hK0.
and others have attempted to calculate the electrodynamic (or 'transverse') self-energy of a single free electron according to the Heisenberg & Pauli (1929 , 1930 formulation of quantum electrodynamics. These calculations are based on the usual form of perturbation theory and give, as is well known, a divergent result for the self-energy. A 'cut-off' procedure can be used in these calculations which consists of putting the matrix elements equal to zero for all transitions in which a photon of frequency larger than a 'cut-off frequency' K0 is emitted or absorbed. This procedure is evidently not Lorentz invariant, except possibly in the limit of K0 tending to infinity. The lowest order of perturbation theory which gives a contribution to the self-energy is the second and its contribution is proportional to K% . However, perturbation theory is based on the assumption th at the perturbation is ' small ' in a certain sense. This assumption is evidently not satisfied in the present problem for large K0, since the effect of the perturbation increases with K0. Therefore Waller's expression for the self-energy is not valid for large K0, particularly in the limit of infinite K0. We shall see later th at Waller's formula breaks down when K0 > (mc2jh) ^(hc/e2). I t has, in fact, been suggested from time to time (cf. Peng 1946) , th at the divergences obtained (for infinite K0) are merely due to improper use of perturbation theory and that stationary-state solutions of the wave equation may exist which belong to a finite eigenvalue, even as K0 tends to infinity.
In this paper will be considered, as in Waller's calculations, the wave equation for the stationary state of a single electron of charge e at rest and 'free', i.e. in inter action with only its own electromagnetic field. The Heisenberg-Pauli formalism of quantum electrodynamics with a finite but large cut-off K0 will be used. No form of hole theory for the electron will be used, and thus the difficulty of an electron in a positive-energy state making a spontaneous transition to a negative-energy state under the emission of photons cannot be avoided. Therefore only the stationary state corresponding to an electron a t rest in a negative-energy state will be investigated. In this paper will be described a method of solution for this stationary state involving a process of expansion but no assumption as to the 'smallness' of the perturbation.
In § 2 the wave equation is rewritten in the form of an infinite set of simultaneous integral equations, the self-energy occurring as a simultaneous eigenvalue. The first step in the expansion method is discussed in detail in § 3. This step is quite similar to the lowest order perturbation theory as used by Waller (1930) , the main difference being that the true-energy eigenvalue is not replaced by the unperturbed value. The expression obtained for the self-energy differs appreciably from Waller's for K0> (mc2/^) ^(ftc/e2)and is linear and not quadratic in K0 for large The h steps in the expansion process, discussed briefly in § 4, represent expansions for the self-energy and for the stationary-state wave functions in powers of the fine-structure constant. These are equivalent to expansions in terms of the number of ' virtual ' photons present, and physical arguments suggest th at these expansions should converge. Unfortunately, however, it has not been possible to prove the convergence of these expansions, and hence the accuracy of the first step approximations is not known. But, using these approximations as trial functions, it is proved rigorously in § 5 by means of the variation principle th at the lowest energy eigenvalue is alge braically less than a negative expression proportional to K0. If the wave equation is considered as the limiting case of the cut-off equation with K0 tending to infinity, then it is proved th at there can be no solutions of the wave equation belonging to a finite lowest energy eigenvalue.
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D e r i v a t i o n o f t h e i n t e g r a l e q u a t io n s
For convenience we choose units such th at (Planck's constant divided by 2 and c (velocity of light) are unity. The value of any quantity in these units is obtained by multiplying its value in ordinary units by the appropriate powers of ft and c. Energy, momentum, mass, frequency and (length)-1 are then ril measured in the same units, and the value of the electronic charge e is equal to the square root of the dimensionless fine-structure constant, i.e. of 1/ 137-3. We shall use the Heisenberg & Pauli formalism as described by Pauli (1933, pp. 247-271) or Heitler (1944). We write the Hamiltonian H describing a single electron in interaction with any electromagnetic field in the form H = H0 + H' + Hlong', ' H0 = m/? + a .p + H rad., -
where md enotes the mass of the electron, p its momentum operator, a and /? Dirac matrices, Atr the transverse part of the electromagnetic vector potential operator a t the position of the electron, Hlong all term's of the Hamiltonian referring to the longitudinal part of the electromagnetic field (including interaction), Hr& d the Hamiltonian for the transverse (radiation) field without interaction. We can express Atr(r), the vector potential a t the space point r, in terms of Fourier components
where / denotes a photon of definite momentum k and of direction of polarization along the unit vector jw. Since we are only interested in stationary-state solutions, we omit all time-dependence factors throughout. The usual periodicity condition is applied to k inside a large cube of volume V, the number of possible momentum states in the volume element d U3 ) in momentum space be summation over / includes summation over all these possible values of k and over two mutually perpendicular directions of polarization jj, for each value of k. qf and q* are emission and absorption operators respectively. Their only non-zero matrix elements belong to transitions in which the number of /-photons changes from N to (N + 1) and from (N + 1) to Nr espectively and are given by
This cut-ofF procedure is equivalent to introducing a form function D(r) discussed by Pauli (1933, p. 271) and is not Lorentz invariant. H 1 ong. can be treated exactly, separately from the rest of the Hamiltonian, as shown, for example, by Pauli (1933, P-265) . For a single free electron it reduces to a c-number E long and, if a cut-off procedure with cut-off K 0 is used, E long is of the same order of magnitude as the electrostatic energy in the equivalent classical problem, i.e. F lonf?. ~ e2A 0.
Omitting the zero-point energy, which is the same for all unperturbed states, we can rewrite H taa in the form
where each ^d e n o te s the number of photons present with a particular momentum k and polarization j^. Let \Jr denote the required eigenstate of the complete Hamiltonian H. We can then express \Jr in terms of all the possible eigenstates of the unperturbed Hamiltonian H 0, which are characterized by the electron having a definite momentum p and being in one of the four possible spin-states denoted by cr and by the presence of a certain number of photons with definite momenta and directions of polarization. We denote tho probability-amplitude function for such a state (where one /^photon, one / 2-photon, etc., are present) by <^p>0.(/i,/2, ...,/w). = 1, 2 correspond to the two positive-energy states, cr = 3, 4 to negative energy. For normalization these ampli tude functions have to satisfy the normalization condition 2 !&,*<<>)l2+ s 2 l v W / i ) l 2+ -= 1 -W P, < rp , < The set of equations which, together with (6), determines all these amplitude functions can be derived from the Schrodinger equation for ^ in the well-known form {E -En}<f>n = 2 < p n, (f)m are the amplitude functions for two particular eigenstates of H0\ En is the energy eigenvalue of HQ for the state n\ H 'nm is the matrix element of the operator H' for a transition between the states m and n; Hamiltonian H for the state (J r under consideration. H' has non only for transitions in which the number of photons present changes by ± 1 and in which the total momentum of the electron plus all the photons present remains unchanged. Therefore, since states of different total momentum 'do not m ix', we can, without loss of generality, consider the equations for the amplitude functions for unperturbed states with one particular value of the total momentum alone. Since we are considering the case of an electron at rest we take zero as the value for the total momentum. This fixes the momentum p of the electron in terms of the momenta of all the photons present for all non-zero amplitude functions and we shall omit the subscript p from now on.
Replacing the sum over all possible valuesof k by an integral over k-space we rewrite (7) in greater detail in the form of an infinite set of simultaneous integral equations fiis the collective symbol for (k^, j" *);
Ei s the energy eig considered; Ea( k x,k 2, ...) is the eigenvalue of H0 for the state to which •••) refers; a{, a{ are the components of the Dirac matrix a in the direction of x and k x respectively; (0, cr j a | k, s) is the matrix element of a for a transition of the electron from the eigenstate of H0 with zero momentum and spin-index cr to the eigenstate 2 with momentum ( -k) and spin-index s; 2 denotes summation over two mutually 7 T = 1 perpendicular directions of polarization of the photon; is the number of photons present in th e / 2-state; the integration extends over the part of k-space for which Jc<K0.
For convenience we rewrite the equations (8a, in an operator form as follows: Let //0(k1,k 2, ...) be the operator in a four-dimensional spin-space obtained from H0 by substituting (^-fk2 + ...) for the energy of the photons and ( -the momentum of the electron, i.e.
The eigenvalue of H0(k1,k 2, ...) belonging to the state represented by ...) is .then just ^( k^k 2, ...), i.e. 
where the + sign holds for a -1,2 (positive-energy states), the -(negative-energy states). We now transform the four > •••) f° the four com ponents of a spin-space vector in the representation in which y is diagonal by means of the usual transformation matrix between states of momentum 0 and ( -k i -k 2-...)., For convenience we denote by ...) the spin-space vector thus formed multiplied by ^{Aq.j^...}.W ith these definitions and with the Dirac matrices a, /? obeying the usual commutation rules and operating on the 0-vectors in the usual way equations (8a, n) reduce to
On the electrodynamic self-energy of the electron
Integrations over k-space in (11) and throughout this paper are to be taken over the spherical volume k<K 0 only.
F i r s t -o r d e r a p p r o x im a t io n
The set of integral equations (11) cannot be solved exactly. The use of second-order perturbation theory to get an approximation to the eigenstate and energy eigenvalue corresponding to a free electron at rest in a negative-energy state is equivalent to making the following approximations in (11): (i) In all equations (llu ) except (11a), the integral on the right-hand side is omitted. This is based on the assumption that the total probability of -1-1) photons being present is much less than the probability for n photons, and th at consequently the integral involving 0 (/1, ...,/n,/n+1) is very small compared with the terms in volving 0 (/x, ... J n-i) i n all equations (11 w) except in (11 where there is no t 0 (/x, ■•■>fn-i)-This does not depend on any assumption about the 'smallness' of the self-energy.
(ii) In all equations (llw ) except (11a) E is replaced by the unperturbed energy E0, i.e. -m.This is directly based on the assumption th at the self-energy is 'small', i.e. th at ( E -E0) is small compared with [E0 -etc., for the majority of values of kj, etc.
(iii) In equations (11a) and (116) the components of 0 (0) for 1,2 (positiveenergy states) are put equal to zero. This is based on the assumption th at (E -E0) is also very small compared with {E0-E^x^Q)}, i.e. with 2m, sinc be negligible compared with 0 (r"3,4(O).
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With these approximations the equations (11) In this and the next section we discuss a method which does not involve approxi mations (ii) and (iii) discussed above. Our 'first-order approximation' consists merely in making approximation (i), i.e. omitting the integrals in all (llw) except (11a). In other words, we still make the assumption th at the probability for the presence of n photons decreases rapidly with n and, in particular, our approximate solution for E involves neglecting the possibility of the presence of more than one photon altogether. With this simplification (116), (11 w), etc., give explicit expressions for any 0 (/1; . . . , / J in terms of 0 (/l5
•■•Ji-vfi+ and undetermined parameter. In particular =
where ex.1, at are again the components of a in the direction of k and of the polarization of the/-photon respectively. Substituting (13) for 0 (/) in (11 a) yields an operator equation in our four-dimen sional spin-space with 0(0) as eigenfunction:
The only operator occurring in (14) is /?, hence the four possible solutions for the spin-space vector 0 (0) are the four eigenvectors of /?. Each of these eigenvectors is also an eigenvector of H0(0) (i.e. of m/3), and is thus a multiple of a single 0 ff(O). Thus assumption (iii) of perturbation theory can be satisfied for the state discussed here, but this would, in general, not be found to be the case if a similar calculation were carried out for states of total momentum other than zero (except if a Lorentzinvariant cut-off procedure were used). We consider from now on only one of the two solutions corresponding to the electron being in a negative-energy state, i.e. the solution for which only 0 3(O) or 0 4(O) is non-zero. (14) then reduces to a single c-number equation in E e' E m21 J~m~2E)' (15) with (15) is not a linear equation in E and thus has more than one solution. The alge braically lowest solution is easily seen to be of the order of magnitude of -| e | if we restrict ourselves to a ' large ' cut-off value, i.e. if | | > m. With this restriction a closer examination of (15) shows th at all other solutions of E are positive or com plex. For all positive solutions of E the denominator on the right-hand side of (13) vanishes for some value of h and one at least of the integrals involved in the normal ization equation (6) diverges, i.e. the states belonging to these eigenvalues cannot be normalized and hence cannot represent truly stationary states. We thus conclude th at the algebraically lowest eigenvalue E alone corresponds to the required stationary state, representing an electron in a negative-energy state in the absence of any 'free' photons. If we had considered the solution of (14) with <^(0) or <^2(0) non-zero (representing the electron in a positive-energy state) we would have obtained one solution (belonging, to an energy eigenvalue E higher than the ex pression (15) by approximately 2m) which appears normalizable in the approxima tion of this section. This is merely due to this approximation not taking states corresponding to the presence of more than one photon into account properly and to the fact th at an electron could make a spontaneous transition from a positive to a negative energy state only under the emission of at least two photons for momentum and energy to be conserved. As discussed in the next section this 'positive energy' solution is in fact not normalizable if the higher approximations are used.
For e2A 0>m ,
where c1 has a value between unity and (1 + ^(e2/2n)}. Equation (15) holds for any value of K0,and for | e | K0 <4 m there is also only one solution for E which makes all integrals in (6) finite. This solution for E agrees with the perturbation theory ex pression (12) up to the second power in an expansion in terms of | e | K0/m.
Let Pn be the ratio of the probability of n photons being present to that of none, i.e. the ratio of the {n+ 1 )th term to the first on the left-hand side of the normaliz equation (6).
Px can be determined easily with the help of (13) 
and is found to differ from unity by less than + e if | e | 0 > m. An equally elementary but lengthy calculation for P2 yields a value of the order of magnitude of J |. Evaluation of Pn becomes increasingly more difficult with increasing n. Successive ratios of Pn to Pn_x were found to decrease with increasing n for low values of n but we have not succeeded in deriving a general formula for Pn.
Qualitatively the reason for the marked difference between Waller's expression (12) and our expression (16) for large K 0 is as follows. In the leading terms of the expression for
< f > ( f i , f2 > ♦ ••>/«) denominators given approximately by
{E -(kx -loccur (the second term representing the energy of the photons present, the third that of the ' recoiled ' electron in a negative energy state). In Waller's calculation E is replaced by -ra. For the second and third term cancel each other and the expression reduces approximately to E in our calculations and -m in Waller's. For ■ •. ,fn) with n > 1 the momenta of the photons are parallel, hence the second and third term do not candel each other. This is the qualitative reason why Px~ 1, whereas P2, etc., depend on | e |. The fact th at Pn+i/Pn<\ e | < 1 for n ^ 1 (at least for fairly small n) makes the omission of the integrals in (llw ) appear more justifiable but, of course, does not provide any proof.
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H i g h e r t e r m s o f t h e e x p a n s i o n
For convenience we shall use an abbreviated notation in this section. We write 
trn+1= l j Kn+1
For indices differing by more than unity we define the symbols by recurrence: 
We shall omit the superscript (fXi...,/n) from yn, en, (w, m) and [w, m] whenever there is no ambiguity. With these definitions Xn has the dimensionless;
(n,n± 1) has the same dimensions as energy and does n explicitly on the value of e. With our abbreviated notation the equations (11) take the form a/A ,v , 1£) . eoXo.= e2(0,l)X i, (ISa)
e" Xn = (w, n -1 ) Xn-i + e2(w, +1) xn+v (18,»)
We now derive expressions for Xn and for in the form of «2 as follows. In (18,n), for a particular ^n'"fn) and for ^ 1, substitute for the expression obtained from (18, n -1). In this new expression substi until we obtain 
where Res ( R) and all [n, m ] depend on the value of E but do of e explicitly.
In the derivation of (20, n )w e have not used (18a) 
So far equations (20, n)and (21) are exact. If in the limit jR->oo the expans (20, n)and (21) converge and the residue vanishes, then (21), with the residue term omitted, represents the eigenvalue equation determining E and 0(0). Since all ex pressions in (21) involve integration over a spherical volume of k-space and sum mation over all possible directions of polarization, all expressions in (21) must be invariant with respect to rotations and inversion in ordinary space. Hence /? is the only operator which can occur in (21) and the possible values of the spin-vector Xo are the same (except for a multiplicative factor) as those of the approximation to 0(0) discussed in the preceding section.
We have not succeeded in proving the convergence of (20, and (21) , but the first few terms of the expansions can be estimated. If only the very first term is retained, the expansions reduce to the approximations obtained in the preceding section. The second term in the expansion (21) for E differs from the first term by a factor of the order of magnitude of | e| log | e | (which is much smaller than unity); the smaller than the second by a similar factor and so on, for the first few terms at least. In the expansion (20,1) for the terms decrease about equally rapidly as those in the expansion (21) for Ei f ki s of the order of ma the terms in (20,1) do not decrease rapidly (if at all), i.e. even if the expansion is convergent the first few terms are a very bad approximation to its sum.
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We can derive a modified form of expansion for Xi \ the first few terms of which decrease quite rapidly whatever the value of as follows. We proceed exactly as in the derivation of (20, 1) for a particular with one exception: Whenever a term occurs on the right-hand side involving Xio ) this term not applied to it. If we again omit the residue term this procedure gives an expression for y( / o) in the form of the ratio of one expansion in powers of e2 to the sum of e( / o) and of another expansion in powers of e2. In the expression e^o) we substitute for E the expansion obtained from (21) (with 0^0) and0 2(O) zero), E occurring elsewhere is left arbitrary. If we take the first few terms only in the expansions in the denominator and numerator of the expression for Xio ) a value fairly c obtained if k0 > \e \ K0. For h0<4 \e \ K0 the first fe the denominator and numerator decrease fairly rapidly and the value obtained for Xxo) is of the same order of magnitude as a(,y0, whereas the first term of (20,1) (cf. equation (13)) is of the order of magnitude of k/E times this value. If this modified expansion is substituted for tfP in (18a), an expansion for the e first few terms of which do not differ markedly from the equivalent ones in (21). This modified process of expansion can be generalized by iteration to give expressions for Xnl'"fn\ but the process becomes very laborious for large n.
This modified expansion for xY) can be carried out in the same way for the states representing a ' positive-energy electron', i.e. for those solutions of (21) 
where the + and -signs refer to 'positive-energy' and 'negative-energy' states respectively. Unlike the expression (13) or the first few terms of (20,1) the denomi nator of (22) vanishes for some value of k of the order of magnitude of in the case of the 'positive-energy' state, and hence the state-function cannot be normalized. As discussed in §3, this is to be expected since a ' positive-energy ' electron cannot be stable on a single-electron theory.
V a r ia t io n p r i n c i p l e a n d c o n c l u s io n
In the preceding sections we have derived expansions for the algebraically lowest energy eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian H and for the corresponding state-function, representing a free electron at rest. The first few terms of these expansions were seen to decrease fairly rapidly but it was not found possible to prove the convergence of these expansions. However, the main aim of this paper is to show th at the self energy of a free electron of zero momentum in a ' negative-energy state ' tends to minus infinity as the cut-off K0 tends to infinity. As discussed in § 1, has non-zero matrix-elements only for transitions in which the total momentum is unchanged. Therefore, since states of different total momentum 'do not m ix', the variation principle applies separately to each set of all state-functions corresponding to a definite value of the total momentum. We restrict ourselves again to zero total momentum. The lowest energy eigenvalue is negative in our problem, hence the variation principle establishes a lower bound for its numerical value.
The variation principle for the Hamiltonian H states th at if ijr is any trial statefunction representing only states of zero total momentum and \}r* its complex con jugate then the (algebraically) lowest energy eigenvalue of H corresponding to states of zero total momentum is less than or equal to the ' mean energy5 E = As our trial state-function we take a state for which </>(/i,/2), etc., are zero and for which /»(0), Ea nd are defined by (13) and (14); i.e. ijr is th the state-function derived in § 3 except th at states including more than one photon are omitted altogether. We can rewrite (13) and (14) 
Thus we have proved th at the ' mean energy ' for our trial function is equal to E, the approximation to the energy eigenvalue derived in § 3. Hence the lowest energy eigenvalue of H must be negative and algebraically lower or equal to the expression (15) which tends to minus infinity as K0 tends to infinity. This proves that, if we consider the wave-equation for a free electron at rest in a negative-energy state in interaction with its own electromagnetic field as the limiting case of a ' cut-off' equation as the cut-off tends to infinity, th4 divergences obtained in expressions for the energy eigenvalue on a single-electron theory are inherent in the equation and not merely due to an invalid application of perturbation theory. I t is hoped to apply in a later paper methods similar to the above to some form of hole theory, since the difficulties connected with the negative-energy states can only be avoided with the help of hole theory.
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